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Optical lattices (OLs) with diverse transverse patterns and optical vortex lattices (OVLs)
with special phase singularities have played important roles in the fields of atomic cooling,
particle manipulation, quantum entanglement, and optical communication. As a matter of
consensus until now, the OL patterns are generated by coherently superimposing multiple
transverse modes with a fixed phase difference through the transverse mode locking (TML)
effect. There are phase singularities in the dark area of this kind of OL pattern, so it is also
called OVL pattern. However, in our research, it is found that some high-order complex
symmetric OL patterns can hardly be analyzed by TML model. Instead, the analysis
method of incoherent superposition of mode intensity could be applied. The OL pattern
obtained by this method can be regarded as in non-TML state. Therefore, in this article, we
mainly study the distinct characteristics and properties of OL patterns in TML and non-TML
states. Through intensity comparison, interferometry, and beat frequency spectrum, we
can effectively distinguish OL pattern in TML and non-TML states, which is of significance
to explore the formation of laser transverse pattern possessing OL.
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INTRODUCTION

Optical lattices (OLs) refer to the periodic potential well in the laser standing wave field [1, 2]. The
spatial period of the potential well is the order of laser wavelength, making it available to capture,
cool, and trap atoms in the potential well array [3, 4]. In 1990s, a two-dimensional OL pattern with
spatiotemporal chaos was found in Na2 laser, whereas the time-averaged intensity was stable,
wherein the transverse dynamics was ruled by the competition of two modes (each one of them
possessing a cylindrical symmetry) [5]. Then, following the OL patterns generated in CO2 laser and
theoretical speculations on spontaneous symmetry breaking phenomena, it was pointed out that the
spatiotemporal behavior of a laser in the low-dimensional regimen crucially depends on symmetries
and that most of the dynamic features can be directly captured as consequences of spontaneous
symmetry breaking mechanism [6, 7]. For the high-dimensional case, patterns in a CO2 laser with a
large Fresnel number are characterized by a high degree of complexity and by the absence of zeroes in
the intensity profile [8, 9]. In addition, in the research of OL pattern generated in a Na2 laser, the
phase singularities similar to that studied in hydrodynamics [10] were found, which possesses the
same properties as the optical vortex discovered by Coullet et al in 1989 [11], thus naming this kind of
OL with special phase singularities as optical vortex lattice (OVL). The transverse patterns with
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special phase singularities were then found to be generated in
vertical-cavity-surface–emitting lasers (VCSELs) [12]. Here, the
generated low-order OVL is experimentally interfered with the
plane wave. It is found that there were bifurcation fringes in the
dark region, which reveals the existence of phase singularities.
Subsequently, the high-order OVL was found in microchip laser
with large Fresnel number by Chen and Lan [13, 14]. And it is
pointed out that with the inherent nonlinear properties of laser
cavity, multiple transverse modes can be spontaneously locked, so
as to generate high-order vortex lattice. The further generation laws
of OVL are summarized in Refs. [15–17]; that is, by actively
selective pumping and gain distribution such as adjusting the
pump power, pump distance, and the size of pump spot on the
gain crystal, the OVL patterns from low order to high order could
be generated and switched. Optical lattices with special transverse
distribution play an important part in atomic cooling and trapping
[18–20], whereas the OVLs with unique phase singularity have also
broadened the applications in particle manipulation [21–25],
quantum entanglement [26], and optical communications [27–29].

The exploration of the essence of transverse pattern formation of
OL can be traced back to 1970s. By simplifying the laser equations for
the classA case to the complexGinzburg–Landau (CGL) equation, the
relationship between superfluid and laser dynamics was established. In
view of this common theoretical description, it was expected that the
dynamics of pattern formation in lasers and the dynamics of
superfluid would show identical features [30]. Later, the generation
and spatial stability of special laser transverse patterns were analyzed
through Maxwell–Bloch (MB) equations [31, 32]. Moreover, the
vortex solution was solved through MB equations [11], which
could be applied in the formation of OVL. Subsequently, with the
derivation of laser Ginzburg–Landau equations in class A lasers [33]
and complex Swift–Hohenberg (CSH) equations in class B lasers [34],
vortex solutions could also be obtained, thus generating OVL. It is
worth noting that the numerical analytical solutions of these
spatiotemporal multivariate nonlinear partial differential equations
need to allocate complex parameters in the actual laser system.
Therefore, the method to analyze the output OL patterns by
superposition of some laser modes (such as Hermite–Gaussian
[HG], Laguerre–Gaussian [LG], and Ince–Gaussian [IG] modes) is
proposed [16, 17, 35–38]. There are two main types of superposition
analysismethods. Thefirst is to analyze the outputOLpattern through
the superposition of intensities of composedmodes alone. It is pointed
that in multi–transverse-mode lasers, the coupling between transverse
modes occurs through their intensity rather than their field amplitude,
and these modes are arranged together according to the principle of
“transverse hole burning” to maximize energy coexistence and
minimize intensity distribution overlap [35]. The OL patterns
though the first analysis method can be observed in CO2 laser,
most of which are high-order symmetrical patterns [7, 8]. The
second kind of analysis method involves the transverse mode
locking (TML) effect [31], which includes frequency locking and
phase locking. The output OL pattern is analyzed by superimposing
the electric field of multiple modes with the locking phase. Moreover,
with the assistance of the inherent nonlinearity of the laser cavity, the
frequencies of the composed modes are pulled to the same value [12,
16, 17]. The second TML method is commonly used. Through this
analysismethod, theOLwith both high order and low order, as well as

symmetric and asymmetric patterns, could be obtained, which have a
wide range of applications. In addition, it is found that there are phase
singularities in the dark region of OL pattern analyzed by TML
method [12, 16], which could also be called OVL patterns. In contrast,
the OL patterns obtained by intensity superposition alone could be
regarded as the OL pattern in non-TML state. Whether there are
phase singularities in the OL pattern in non-TML state has not been
specially studied. Although the experimental higher-orderOL patterns
similar to the analyzed OL patterns in non-TML state have been
generated in VCSEL [12] and microchip lasers [13, 14], the existence
of phase singularity has not been discussed in these researches.
Interferometric observation of the phase singularity in OL is a
common detection method, which introduces a reference beam to
interfere with the measured beam [39, 40], or splits the measured
beam to interfere with each other [41–44]. Then, the existence of the
phase singularity could be determined by observing whether the
interference fringes are misaligned. In recent years, most of the
analyses of OL and OVL patterns are to correspond the
numerically simulation by TML model and the experimentally
measured patterns. Then, the consistence of intensity
correspondence is used to analyze the properties of the generated
OL patterns [17]. Furthermore, interference experiments are applied
to analyze whether there are phase singularities in the dark area of the
generated OL patterns [12, 16]. However, these analyses are all based
on the premise that OL patterns are in TML state, whereas the
properties of OL patterns in non-TML state are rarely studied in these
years. In our study, OL patterns in TML state and non-TML state are
both analyzed by mode superposition method, rather than by solving
complex nonlinear equations. For the OL patterns in non-TML state
through our method, we not only analyze the numerical transverse
patterns obtained by solving equations, but also obtain the same high-
order symmetrical patterns as the output of CO2 lasers [7, 8],
microchip lasers [13, 14], and solid-state lasers [17, 45]. In
addition, if the TML state is satisfied, strictly speaking, the
frequency of the composed modes should be locked to the same
value. Then, measuring the beat frequency spectrum of the output
pattern could also be used as a method to assist in judging the
properties of OL patterns.

Consequently, the aim of this article is threefold. First, we
theoretically analyze the difference through intensity profile
between OL in TML and non-TML states in a more complete and
rigorous way. Numerical simulations reveal that the OL pattern
intensity in TML state varies greatly with the locking phase, and
there are both symmetrical and asymmetrical patterns. ForOL in non-
TML states, as only intensity superposition is performed, it has
nothing to do with the relative phase of the composed modes, and
the pattern is always symmetrical. For the two-mode composed
patterns, some intensity distributions of OL in TML and non-TML
states are the same. However, when the composition modes reach
more than two, their patterns produced by the approaches of TML
and non-TML superposition are totally different. Second,
interferometry is applied to distinguish OL patterns in TML and
non-TML states. ForOL patterns in TML state, after interfering with a
plane wave, it is shown that all dark zones possess interference
bifurcation fringes, revealing the phase singularities. This is
consistent with previous research results [12, 16]. Nevertheless, for
the interference between OL in non-TML states and a plane wave, we
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find that some dark regions of the pattern possess interference
bifurcations, but some do not. Moreover, the existence of their
interference bifurcation is related to the phase of the composed
modes. Third, a peculiar assistant method is proposed to judge the
states in OL formation through the beat frequency spectra. For the
various beat frequency spectra observed in the experiment, including
null-component spectra, several-spike spectra, two-cluster spectra, and
periodic spectra, we theoretically and experimentally correspond to
each state including TML, non-TML, only-phase-locking, and
prelocking states in OL formation. Therefore, through the three
methods introduced in our article, namely, the intensity
comparison, interferometry, and beat frequency spectrum, the OL
in TML or non-TML states could be effectively distinguished, which is
of great significance for the understanding of the essence of laser
transverse pattern possessing OL.

NUMERICAL CHARACTERIZATIONS AND
THEORIES

Intensity of the OL Patterns
For theoretical analysis of OL generation, the traditional method
is to numerically solve the nonlinear MB equations [31] and the
CGL [33] and CSH [34] equations. As a result, numerical
solutions could be obtained to describe OL and OVL patterns.
However, for this set of space–time multivariate nonlinear partial
differential equations, the solution process is cumbersome, and it
is tough to assign various parameters to a specific laser system.
Furthermore, another analysis method is proposed, which is to
perform coherent superposition of HG, LG, or IG modes with
different locking phases to fulfill the analysis and simulation [37].
By matching the result of the simulation with the actual output
pattern, it can confirm whether the OL is in TML state or not,
which is the previous judging method [12, 16, 17]. In most cases,
this correspondence is unique and can be applied to determine
the TML state. However, we found that for two-mode composed
patterns in TML state with some locking phases, the beam pattern
is similar to that of their non-TML state.

Then, we would like to present the TML theoretical models by
coherent superposition of HG or LG modes with different locked
phases. The expressions of HG and LG modes are as follows [37].

HGm,n(x, y, z) � CHG
m,n

ω2(z) exp( − x2 + y2

ω2(z) )Hm

( �
2

√
x

ω(z))Hm(
�
2

√
y

ω(z)) exp[ikz + ik
x2 + y2

2R(z) − i(m + n + 1)Ψ(z)]
(1)
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ω(z)(
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ω(z))
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exp( − r2

ω2(z))L|l|
p( 2r2

ω2(z))
exp(ilϕ) exp[ikz + ik
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2R(z) − i(2p + |l| + 1)Ψ(z)]
(2)

where the HG and LG modes are individually expressed with
Cartesian coordinates and cylindrical coordinates. CHG

m,n and CLG
p,l

are the normalization constants for the HG and LG modes,

respectively. Hm (·) [or Hn (·)] is the Hermite polynomial of
mth (or nth) order. ω(z) is the beam half width at position z and
ω2 � ω2

0(z2R + z2)/z2R. ω0 is the radius of the beam waist of the
fundamental mode, and zR is the Rayleigh length. R(z) is the
z-dependent radius of curvature, and Ψ(z) � arctan(z/zR) is the
Gouy phase.

For the perspective of the perfect TML state of OL, apart from
the phase locking, the frequencies of the participating transverse
modes are supposed to be locked to a common value to establish
cooperative frequency locking [31]. It is available under the
assistance of nonlinearity in class B lasers [34]. In this case,
the TML progress can be expressed by the coherent superposition
of HG or LG modes with a specific locking phase as follows.

ETML � ∑
m,n

am,nHGm,n(·) exp(iϕm,n + ikz + ik
x2 + y2

R(z) − iqΨ(z))
(3)

Or

ETML � ∑
p,l

bp,lLGp,l(·) exp(iϕp,l + ikz + ik
x2 + y2

R(z) − iqΨ(z))
(4)

where HGm,n(·) and LGp,l(·) are the pure intensity items of
HG and LG modes, respectively. am,n and bp,l are the
coefficients of each mode. ϕm,n and ϕp,l are the locking
phases of HG and LG modes. q is the total index. For HG
modes, q � m + n + 1, m, n � 0, 1, 2 . . ., whereas for LG modes,
q � 2p + |l| + 1, p � 0, 1, 2 . . . ; l � 0,±1,±2 . . ..

Afterward, if we perform the non-TML superposition of the
intensity of HG and LG modes, we can obtain the total
intensity by

Inon−TML � ∑
m,n

am,nHGm,n(x, y, z) ·HGp
m,n(x, y, z) (5)

Or

Inon−TML � ∑
p,l

bp,lLGp,l(r, ϕ, z) · LGp
p,l(r,ϕ, z) (6)

where HGm,n(x, y, z) and LGp,l(r, ϕ, z) are from Eqs 1, 2.
HGp

m,n(x, y, z) and LGp
p,l(r,ϕ, z) are the conjugate item of

HGm,n(x, y, z) and LGp,l(r,ϕ, z), respectively. And the total
intensity has nothing to do with the phase of each composed
mode. Through the numerical simulation of Eq. 5, we can get the
patterns of OL in non-TML state as shown in Figure 1.

In the first column of Figures 1A–E, it can be found that for
OL pattern in non-TML state composed of total HG modes with
the same order, the intensity of the pattern shows concentric-ring
distribution. In addition, for OL pattern in non-TML state of
partial HG modes with the same order, it can easily form patterns
similar to that simulated by MB equations [31], as well as
experimentally generated in CO2 laser [7, 8], microchip lasers
[13, 14], and solid-state lasers [45–48]. Rows A–E, respectively,
show the OL patterns in non-TML state composed of HG modes
with Fresnel numbers from 2 to 6.
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Next, we would like to show the intensity of OL patterns in
TML state, which is obtained by coherent superposition between
the transverse modes. Select one pattern in non-TML state from
Figure 1, and use Eq. 3 to perform TML simulation with different
locking phases by coherently superimposing the corresponding
composed modes; the results can be obtained in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, for the case of the combination of HG03,
HG30, and HG12 modes, their pattern in non-TML state is a
regular symmetrical pattern, whereas by conducting the
composed modes to TML operations with different locking
phases, it can be found that the obtained patterns are quite
different with each other. In most cases, if the composition
modes reach more than two, their patterns in TML and non-
TML state are totally different, whereas for the two-mode
composed pattern, simulation results based on Eqs 1–6
contrastively show the intensity of OL patterns in TML and
non-TML state in Figure 3.

As shown in Figures 3A–C, abundant beam patterns in TML
states composed of only two HG eigenmodes are simulated with
different locking phases. The patterns in the same ring of Figure 3
are composed of HGmodes in the same order, whereas the orders
of HG eigenmodes in different rings are different, with the values
being 1 to 4 from the inner most ring (m + n � 1) to the outer
most one (m + n � 4). The patterns located between two rings are
composed of two HG eigenmodes with different but adjacent

orders. α, β, and c represent the phase items with locking phase of
π/4, π/2, and π, respectively. Comparing Figures 3B,C with
Figure 3D, it can be discovered that the patterns in TML state
with locking phase of π/2 are basically the same as the
corresponding patterns in non-TML state when the composed
modes are in the same order, whereas in different orders, the
patterns of two HGmode composed beams in non-TML state are
the same as those in TML state with locking phase of π.
Throughout the simulation results, we can find that for most
cases, it is feasible to describe the formation of OL through the
intensity distribution with the coherent superposition of HG
modes in TML state. However, if the output light intensity can
be characterized by TML and non-TML states simultaneously, it
is tough to judge the exact state by the intensity distribution alone.

Interference Method to Distinguish OL
Patterns
In this section, we show the difference between OL patterns in
TML and non-TML states through interference method with a
plane wave. The theoretical analysis of interference between OL
pattern composed of HGmodes in TML or non-TML state and a
plane wave is investigated in Supplementary Appendix SA.
Then, we can get the intensity of the interference result as
follows:

FIGURE 1 | (A–E) Simulated beam patterns in non-TML state. (F) The complete coherent superposition belongs to TML state, whereas partial and complete
incoherent superpositions are two special kinds of non-TML states. The symbol “+” indicates the coherent superposition between transverse modes, that is, the TML
state, and the symbol “&” indicates the incoherent superposition between transverse modes, that is, the non-TML state.
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FIGURE 2 | (B–E) Simulated beam patterns composed of HG03, HG30, and HG12 modes in TML states with different locking phases. (A) Corresponding pattern in
non-TML state. Ŋ � exp(iϕ), (X1)–(X9) correspond to the TML results with locking phase from 0 to π, X � b, c, d, e. (C) and (E) are simulated phases of (B) and (D),
respectively.

FIGURE 3 | Simulated far field beam patterns in TML and non-TML states composed of two HG modes. (A–C) Patterns in TML state with locking phases of π/4,
π/2, and π, respectively. (D) Patterns in non-TML state composed of corresponding HG modes.
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Inon−TML−int � [HG1 · exp(iϕ) + exp(ikz)] × conj[HG1

· exp(iϕ) + exp(ikz)] + [HG2 + exp(ikz)]
× conj[HG2 + exp(ikz)]

� Re2{HG1} + Im2{HG1} + 1

+ 2
�������������������
Re2{HG1} + Im2{HG1}

√
· sin(kz − ϕ + β)

+ Re2{HG2} + Im2{HG2} + 1

+ 2
�������������������
Re2{HG2} + Im2{HG2}

√
· sin(kz + β)

(7)

ITML−int � [HG1 · exp(iϕ) +HG2 + exp(ikz)] × conj[HG1

· exp(iϕ) +HG2 + exp(ikz)]
� Re2{HG1} + Im2{HG1} + 1

+ 2
�������������������
Re2{HG1} + Im2{HG1}

√
sin(kz − ϕ + β)

+ Re2{HG2} + Im2{HG2} + 1 + 2
�������
A2 + B2

√
sin(ϕ + c)

(8)

where Eqs 7, 8 correspond to Eqs. A6, A7 in Supplementary
Appendix SA, respectively. Comparing Eq. 8 with Eq. 7, we find
that the interferences between plane wave and OL in the two
states of TML and non-TML are both related to the phase item of
the composed modes. However, Eq. 8 indicates that there are two
last items related to the phase ϕ in the interference between plane
wave and OL in TML state, whereas there is only one related
phase item 2

�������������������
Re2{HG1} + Im2{HG1}

√
sin(kz − ϕ + β) in Eq. 7 of

interference between plane wave and OL in non-TML state. In
order to observe the influence of phase item on interference
results more intuitively, we make simulations according to Eqs 7,
8, and the simulated interference results can be obtained as shown
in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, although the OL pattern in TML and
non-TML states may have same intensity distributions, their
interference patterns with plane wave are different. The
simulated interference results of the OL pattern in TML state
with a plane wave show that there are bifurcations at all the dark
regions [see Figure 4(a1)–(a9), (d1)–(d5), (g1)–(g4)]. In contrast,
some dark regions of the interference pattern of OL in non-TML
state with a plane wave do not have bifurcations, revealing no
phase singularities there [see Figure 4(b3), (b7), (b9), (e1)–(e5),
(h2), (h3)]. These are the main differences between OL patterns
in TML and non-TML states through interference method. In
addition, to further study the interference characteristic of the OL
in non-TML state, we selected two beams from Figure 1 and
performed the interference simulations. Different relative phases
of the HG modes that comprise the OL pattern are also
considered in the simulations. The results are depicted in
Figure 5.

It can be found from the previous discussion that the intensity
distribution of OL in non-TML state is independent of the phase
of combined modes. Therefore, the intensities of OL composed of
HG modes with different locking phases before interference with
the plane wave in Figures 5B–D,F–H are the same as those in
Figures 5A,E, respectively. By comparing the interference

patterns between wave plane and OL in non-TML state under
different phases, we find that the interference bifurcations show
new features. For example, the interference fringes in the case of
Figure 5B show no obvious bifurcation, but only slight relative
displacement between fringe and dark area center can be
observed. In contrast, Figure 5(c1)–(c5), (d1)–(d5) shows clear
interference bifurcation fringes. Similarly, in Figures 5F–H, there
are no forked stripes in the dark area of the beam pattern,
enlarged as Figure 5(f2), (f4), (f6), (g2), (g6), (h1), and (h4),
whereas other dark areas possess interference bifurcations.
Therefore, for the OL in non-TML state, although its beam
intensity distribution is independent of the phase, the phase
item of the composed modes still affects their interference
patterns, which is consistent with Eq. A6 in Supplementary
Appendix SA. This is different from the previous
understanding that all dark areas have phase singularities [15,
16]. For beams with intensity distribution similar to OL, it may be
a non-TML superposition state of several HGmodes. In this case,
although there is fringe bifurcation in the interference pattern, it
still comes from the superposition of unlocked modes, so
necessarily there is no vortex phase at this position. In fact,
combining Figures 4, 5, it is seen that the dark zone of OL in TML
state possesses phase singularity, whereas the existence and
distribution of phase singularity of OL in non-TML state vary
with the phases of composed HG modes.

Beat Frequency Spectra Method to
Distinguish OL Patterns
In this section, we propose the method by observing the
characteristic of beat frequency spectra, which could be
applied to further distinguish OL in TML or non-TML state.
First, for OL in TML state, it is assumed that frequencies of the
transverse modes involved in the locking are pulled to the same
value by the cooperative frequency locking effect with the aid of
cavity nonlinearity [31]. As the frequencies are pulled to the same,
it is obvious for no beat frequency components. Then, for the case
of OL in non-TML state, the intensities of composed modes are
superimposed, whereas their frequencies compete with each
other, resulting in several-spike beat frequency spectra.
Actually, in addition to the aforementioned TML and non-
TML states, there are two other states of OL in actual
multi–transverse-mode laser, which we call the only-phase-
locking and prelocking states. The most common case we find
is the only-phase-locking state. In this case, the intensity of OL
pattern is stable, and the phase is locked, generally not π/2,
whereas the frequencies of the composed modes are not
completely locked at the same value, resulting in two-cluster
spectra. The prelocking state corresponds to the periodic beat
frequency spectra. It takes place when the frequency interval of
the transverse modes involved in the locking is decreased close to
the value meeting the cooperative locking frequency effect. The
harmonic content of the mode-beat signal strongly increases if its
frequency difference ]B is reduced.While ]B becomes comparable
to or smaller than the homogeneous line width of the gain
medium, the oscillating modes involved share a large part of
the nonhomogeneously broadened population inversion. As a
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result, this situation is known to lead to an increase in the effective
mode pushing. When reaching a prelocking but not perfectly
locking state, the beat frequency spectra will periodically oscillate
with this frequency difference ]B as the interval [49, 50]. The
relationship between the intensity of each mode and the
oscillation frequency satisfies the Cooperative Frequency Shift
law [51], which is expressed by

∑
n

(ωn − ]n)∣∣∣∣fn

∣∣∣∣2 � 0 (9)

where ωn is the pulled frequency of the nth mode, ]n is the
oscillation frequency, and fn is the amplitude of the field. If the
participating modes are ideally locked to the same frequency ]cf,
by substituting ]cf into Eq. 9, we can obtain

FIGURE 4 | Simulated interference patterns between plane wave and OL in TML states (A), (C), and (G) and non-TML states (B), (E), and (H). (C), (F), and (I) are
the corresponding OL patterns selected from Figure 3. The inserts show the enlarged area of the interference fringes.
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∑
n

(ωn − ]cf)∣∣∣∣fn

∣∣∣∣2 � 0 (10)

]cf � ∑nωn

∣∣∣∣fn

∣∣∣∣2∑n

∣∣∣∣fn

∣∣∣∣2 (11)

Accordingly, after prelocking state, if the frequencies of the
composed modes are pulled to the same value by cooperative
frequency locking effect, this value would be the average of
frequency weighted by the intensity of each mode, thus
leading no beat frequency components and reaching TML state.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

In order to verify the above theory and simulation analysis, we
carried out experimental verification based on microchip solid-
state laser with large Fresnel number. The schematic diagram of
experimental setup is shown in Figure 6. The designed microchip
cavity for OVL generation is composed of a 0.4-mm-thick 1.0 at%
doped Nd:YAG chip and a 1-mm-thick x-cut LiTO3 chip [52].
The cross-section dimensions of the chips are of 5 × 5 mm2. The
two chips are stacked together to form the laser cavity, with 5%
reflection coating at 1,064 nm on the surface of LiTO3 chip, and
high transmission coating at 808 nm and high reflection coating
at 1,064 nm on the surface of Nd:YAG chip. The microchip cavity
is placed in a copper heat sink to transfer the generated heat. In
addition, a 0.01°C temperature controller is applied on the copper
heat sink to keep the cavity under stable thermal conditions.
Besides, a fiber coupled 808-nm laser diode with maximum
output power of 10W is used as the pump source. Then, the
pump beam delivered from the tail fiber with 100-μm core
diameter is focused into the microchip cavity by a 1:1 free

space optical coupler. The coupling system is fixed in the
precise adjustment stage. Under a fixed pump power, OL can
be switched by adjusting the pump angle Δθ. The beam profile of
the pump beam at the beamwaist is a super-Gaussian one close to
a flattop [53]. A Mach–Zehnder interferometer is set up to
observe the interference fringes of the laser beams. After
passing through the beam splitter (BS) 1, the transmitted light
is the generated OL pattern, whereas the reflected light becomes a
plane wave after being modulated by the aperture diaphragm and
lens, and the two beams interfere at BS2. If observing only the
intensity distribution of the generated OL pattern, the obstacle
board in the figure can be lowered to cover the plane wave.
Afterward, the beam passed through BS2 is split into two beams
by BS3. For the transmitted beam, the light intensity distribution
can be observed on the CCD after the attenuation sheet. By
contrast, the reflected beam can be directly detected by a
photodetector to detect the beat frequency. No obvious
difference was found on the spectra when the photodetector
was shifted to measure the mode beat at different positions in a
beam cross section. Furthermore, to ensure the RF range of beat
frequency of the transverse modes in our setup, a 3-GHz
bandwidth photodetector was also used to observe the mode
beats of a quite complex series of transverse modes, showing that
most of the mode-beat frequencies were located at the 0- to 500-
MHz range. Consequently, a 400-MHz bandwidth is enough for
all the modes discussed in this article. Last but not least, it should
be noticed that the microchip cavity we used is quite thin with a
longitudinal interval of about 50 GHz. As a result, it is available
for a near-single longitudinal mode operation to prevent
influence from the longitudinal modes. The whole
experimental setup is shown in Figure 6, with a pump power
of 5 W and the pump angle ranging from 0° to 10°, as well as the
controlled temperature of 22°C.

FIGURE 5 | Simulated interference results in non-TML states with different phases. The inserts show the enlarged figures of the interference fringes.
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Abundant OL patterns generated from our microchip laser are
investigated by the pump angle tuning. Figure 7 summarizes the
experimentally obtained patterns at various pumping angles, as
well as the corresponding simulated results to show the exact
mode composition of the OL pattern.

In Figure 7, the HG00 mode is generated with a pump beam
diameter of about 100 μm in the cavity with a normal pump
incident. Afterward, through increasing the pump angle Δθ to
achieve the enlarged pump area or Fresnel number, OL patterns
can be obtained and switched without increasing the pump

FIGURE 6 | Schematic illustration of experimental arrangement used for OL generation and measurement.

FIGURE 7 | (A) Experimental and (B) simulated results of OL patterns versus the change of pump angle Δθ ranging from 0° to 10°, whereas α � exp(iπ/4),
β � exp(iπ/2), γ � exp(iπ3/4), and Ŋ � exp(iπ3/8). The symbol “&/+” indicates that the pattern can be described by both TML and non-TML models.
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power. Therefore, the order of the generated OL increases with
the increase of the pump angle within a certain range. As shown
in Figures 7A,B, the generated convertible OL patterns include
basic single HG modes and other patterns in TML or non-TML
states.

To investigate the states of the obtained OL patterns from the
microchip cavity, the interference characteristic of the OL pattern
is experimentally studied, corresponding to the theoretical
analysis in Numerical Characterizations and Theories. As the
research on the interference between plane wave and OVL in
TML state has been discussed in Ref. [12], and it shows that all the
dark regions have interference bifurcation, so here we mainly
study the interference characteristics of plane wave and OL in
non-TML state. We have selected several OL patterns in non-
TML state from Figures 4H, 5. The beam patterns and
corresponding interference fringes are shown in Figure 8.
Comparing Figures 8B,D,F with Figures 4G,H and Figures
5B–D,F–H respectively, it can be seen that the number and
position of the interference fringes do not correspond to those of
the dark areas of the OL pattern. First, for Figure 8B, it can be
seen that only the dark area in the enlarged area has bifurcation
stripes, but not elsewhere. Then, there is a bifurcated stripe at the
central dark area [enlarged shown in subfigure (d1)] of the
concentric ring pattern in Figure 8D. And for the dark ring of
the beam, a bifurcated stripe appears only at the bottom [enlarged
shown in subfigure (d2)]. In addition, the interference results in
Figure 8F show that two dark regions (f5) and (f6) do not possess
bifurcated stripe. These results indicate not all dark areas of the

OL patterns in non-TML state possess phase singularity, which is
consistent with our theoretical analysis and simulation.

At last, we would like to show the experimentally measured
beat frequency spectra results of the OL patterns in TML, non-
TML, only-phase-locking, and prelocking states in Figure 9.

To begin with, we studied the beat frequency spectra of OL in
TML state in Figure 9B. In this case, the frequencies of the
participating modes were pulled to the same value with the aid of
nonlinearity. For this purpose, the beat frequency spectra in TML
state are supposed to be the same as those of the single mode (see
Figure 9A); that is, there is no extra beat frequency component.
Subsequently, in the process of increasing the pump angle to
switch the OL pattern, we found that it is tough to adjust it to the
state of no beat frequency spectra for the OL in higher order. This
reveals that the high-order OL is not in TML state to a large
extent, but it is in the non-TML state. As shown in Figure 9(c3), a
beat frequency component (approximately 100 MHz) always
exists, which is the frequency difference of the two composed
modes HG22 and HG40 in non-TML state. In addition, the
frequency spectra in Figure 9(d3) are superimposed with three
beat frequency components (approximately 40, 80, and
110 MHz) due to the pairwise beat frequencies of the three
participating modes. Then, for the case when only the phases
of the composed modes are locked, but the frequencies are not, as
shown in Figures 9E,F, there comes the OL in only-phase-locking
state. Comparing the experimentally obtained patterns in
Figure 9(e2), (f2) with the simulations in Figure 9(e1), (f1), it
is found that the phase difference of composed modes is locked to

FIGURE 8 | Experimental results of interference between OL patterns in non-TML state and a plane wave, which corresponded to Figures 4G,H, 5. The inserts
show the enlarged regions of the interference fringes.
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a constant value π/4, whereas the frequencies of composed modes
are not perfectly locked together, resulting in the beat spectrum as
shown in Figure 9(e3), (f3). For Figure 9(f3), the multispectramay
be due to the two-order transverse mode families participating in
oscillation. The frequency difference between the two transverse
mode families is relatively large, resulting in two clusters of
frequency spectra, and then the coupling of the modes in two
orders leads to the appearance of multiple frequency spectra. Last
but not the least, we found that in the lower-order OL switching
process, there was a transitional stage from prelocking to locking.
Figures 9G,H indicates the intensities and periodic spectra of OL
in prelocking state, which are the superposition of transverse
modes in the second degenerated family (m + n � 2) and the
third degenerated family (m + n � 3), respectively. As discussed
in Numerical Characterizations and Theories, the prelocking state
occurs when the frequency interval of the transverse modes
involved in the locking is decreased close to the value meeting
the cooperative locking frequency effect. The harmonic content of
the mode-beat signal strongly increases if its frequency difference
]B is further reduced.When reaching a prelocking but not perfectly
locking state, the beat frequency spectra will periodically oscillate
with this frequency difference ]B as the interval, and ]B in (g3) and
(h3) of Figure 9 is 20 and 30MHz, respectively.

CONCLUSION

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated the
distinction methods of OL patterns in TML state and non-
TML state. First, through the intensity, the OL pattern in
TML state varies greatly with the locking phase, and there are
both symmetrical and asymmetrical patterns. Whereas for
OL pattern in non-TML state, as only intensity superposition
is performed, it has nothing to do with the relative phase of
the composed modes, and the intensity pattern is always
symmetrical. Next, through simulations and experiments on
the interference between OL patterns and the plane wave, the
OL patterns in the above two states could be distinguished.
When the OL is in TML state, all the dark zones possess phase
singularity. In contrast, the phase singularity of OL in non-
TML state varies with the phases of the composed modes, and
some dark regions of OL in non-TML state do not possess
phase singularity. At last, an OL state judgment with the beat
frequency spectra is proposed as an auxiliary means. For
TML and non-TML state, our analysis shows that the
corresponding beat frequency spectra are supposed to be
null-component spectra and several-spike spectra,
respectively. In addition, the other two types of OL states

FIGURE 9 | Simulated and experimental results of OL with complex beat frequency spectra in TML and non-TML states. (A) Single mode. (B)OL in TML state. (C,
D) OL in non-TML state. (E, F) OL in only-phase-locking state. (G, H) OL in prelocking state.
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with beat frequency spectra are summarized; that is, the
extra-component and two-cluster spectra correspond to
only-phase-locking state, and the periodic spectra
correspond to prelocking state. The OL patterns and
interference patterns can be predicted by the established
theoretical model and are in consonance with the
experimental results. With the summarization of such
three ingenious methods including intensity comparison,
interferometry, and beat frequency spectrum to distinguish
OL patterns in TML or non-TML states, it is beneficial for
further rigorously understanding the physical mechanism of
laser transverse pattern possessing OL.
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